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Abstract—Agile methods form an alternative to waterfall 
methodologies. Little is known about activity 
composition, the proportion of varying activities in agile 
processes and the extent to which the proportions of 
activities differ from “waterfall” processes. In the 
current study, we examine the variation in performative 
routines in one large agile and traditional lifecycle 
project using an event sequencing method. Our analysis 
shows that the enactment of waterfall and agile routines 
differ significantly suggesting that agile process is 
composed of fewer activities which are repeated 
iteratively1 
 

Keywords-agile methods;waterfall;sequence analsysis  

I.  INTRODUCTION 
A well established tradition in information systems and 

software engineering has focused on the question: how to 
create and implement methodologies that guide effective 
software development [1]? Over the past four decades, 
scholars have widely examined formulations and 
assessments of prescriptive methods rather than empirically 
probing processes based on those methods [2]. In the 90’s, 
agile methodologies came into existence with the idea to 
reduce the process cycle-times. [3]. Iteration was one of the 
key distinguishing features of agile methodologies 
characterized as “design, implementation (coding & 
debugging), and analysis of the software” in short-repetitive 
cycles [4]. Incremental, adaptive, time-bound, cooperative, 
people-oriented, and unplanned are some of the other terms 
used to characterize agile processes [3, 5-7]. Compared to 
waterfall methods, agile methods are adaptive - as 
deviations from the planned are considered normal and 
perceived to be beneficial [8]. Need for adaptation is seen as 
one of the main reasons for creating agility [9]. Agile 
methods admit that perfect document based communication 
is impossible and treat software development as a co-
located, contextual, social activity involving face-to-face 
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cooperation [4]. This has paved way for techniques like pair 
programming, Scrum, etc.  

Empirical research on agile practices has remained 
largely anecdotal [10]. It mainly focuses on the general 
benefits of agile methods [11] or the differences between 
agile methodologies (Scrum, Extreme Programming, 
Crystal, etc.) [6]. Some research has extended agile thinking 
to general management processes [12]. Finally, some 
scholars have questioned the merits of agile methods [13]. 
Recently, Dybå and Dingsøyr [14, 15] conducted a review 
of research on agile software development. Of the 196 
studies they reviewed, only 36 were empirical. Additionally, 
the research methods were not well described for validity 
and reliability, and the data collection and analysis were not 
always well explained [16]. These studies were further 
summarized using a set of criteria including the type of 
method (qualitative and quantitative), level or rigor and 
study focus like e.g. individual method or general outcomes. 
The studies covered four streams: 1) adoption, 2) social use 
factors, 3) agile method effects, and 4) comparisons [14, 
15]. Overall, no study investigated the structure and form of 
agile processes in a systematic manner. Rather, they looked 
at the antecedents of adoption or method perceptions during 
use [5].  

Studies that contrast the use of a traditional methodology 
to agile methods [17] show that iterative methods can result 
in a faster development process, better user satisfaction, and 
higher system quality, with mixed results [18]. At the same 
time, several researchers have observed that the 
methodologies being contrasted are rarely enacted faithfully 
[19]. In fact, the ‘espoused’ method is never fully reflected 
in the performative practices (i.e. method use) that enact a 
method [20-22]. Some have even criticized software 
methods for their failure in truly guiding the development 
processes [23]. To wit, investigations of method use impacts 
show significant variance in the way the methodology is 
being enacted across contexts (called “situational method 
adaptation” [24, 25]). Therefore, though researchers have 
observed varying outcomes associated with alternative 
methodologies, they have rarely investigated as-is 
performative practices to understand what drives varying 
software development outcomes. This is an important 
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concern for probing the impacts of agile methods because, 
on one level, all development involves similar activities of 
generating, validating or negotiating and iterating. If there 
are differences, the differences are due more to the way the 
followed methodology generates distinct variations of 
activities, changing their proportions, and influencing 
activity sequence variation like the level of iteration [4, 18]. 
However, there is hardly any rigorous empirical work that 
has investigated and contrasted software development at the 
level of performative routines while alternative 
methodological prescriptions are being enacted. Most 
comparative studies provide rich ethnographic stories of the 
differences using contrasted methods. Overall, we do not 
really know what an agile process looks like when enacted, 
how it is structured and what distinguishes it from an 
enacted waterfall process. 

In this research, we seek to address this gap by 
highlighting how one organization adopted (and adapted) 
the waterfall and agile methods for software development. 
Specifically, we seek to understand the ‘exact’ iterative 
nature of the enacted agile method and its use across the 
different phases of software development process and how it 
compares to enacted traditional ‘waterfall’ process. To this 
end, we seek to detect differences between method 
enactments by using statistical analyses and an event 
sequence analysis method on a set of structured process 
descriptions of an agile and waterfall software projects 
carried out in a large OEM manufacturer. The process 
descriptions are founded on a socio-technical process 
notation to describe design processes [26]. The event 
sequencing technique used is rooted in the process-centered 
view of social behaviors, which assumes that the infinite 
varieties of software development can be generated from a 
finite number of elements that make up that activity in the 
same way as infinite varieties of organisms are generated 
from a finite number of DNA base pairs [27-29]. Overall, 
the reported study contributes to the study of agile processes 
in three ways: 1) it carries out an empirical analysis of the 
form of agile processes; 2) it compares agile and waterfall 
projects in terms of their process structure and forms and 3) 
it introduces a new rigorous technique to conduct 
systematic empirical analyses of agile processes. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In 
the next section, we review the literature on software 
development and its activity organization and introduce the 
concept of life cycle and agile methods. We then review 
how software projects differ in terms of iteration. We then 
discuss the empirical study and describe the two projects. 
We also report the data collection and analysis approach. 
Next, we discuss the findings by contrasting the structure 
and format of enacted agile and waterfall processes. We 
conclude with a summary of our findings.  

II. SOFTWARE METHODOLOGY 
In the mid 1960s, software methodologies were first 

introduced as an organization’s standardized response to an 
anticipated set of software development tasks to avoid or 
mitigate the likelihood of failure in quality, cost, or time 
[30]. An early instance of the software life cycle 

methodology founded on system engineering principles [30-
32] was articulated by Royce [30]. This model later became 
known as the ‘traditional’ or ‘waterfall’ model and has been 
viewed as a foundational standard for software processes 
[30]. Waterfall is typically described as a unidirectional, top 
down, and non-iterative activity sequence. Yet, Royce 
characterized waterfall model as an iterative process. Later 
on, the model mounted a good deal of criticism based on 
several reasons, including the treatment of iterations [30, 
32] and its inability to deliver cost-effective, user driven 
software [33]. Later, several methodologies recognized the 
critical role of iterations in creating effective designs [34] 
giving birth to non-‘monolithic’ views that involve 
iterations to create software incrementally [35].  

Despite an ample growth in the number of software 
methodologies, practitioners and researchers have struggled 
to determine the value of any methodology in a given 
situation. Analytically, no methodology is perfect and even 
a light desk evaluation can easily detect pros and cons in 
any one of them. Any methodology is also, by definition, 
incomplete. Hence, one ‘size’ does not fit all and 
organizations need to be attentive in selecting an appropriate 
method for any situation [4, 36]. In addition, due to their 
incompleteness and ambiguity, each methodology leaves 
developers significant degrees of freedom in adapting it to a 
given design task. In this sense, no methodology is perfectly 
reflected in ongoing daily design activity [19, 23] and 
looking at only the methodological prescriptions would 
afford researchers a limited view of the effects of 
methodology in influencing design outcomes. In fact, we do 
not really know what is the ‘acceptable’ variation in 
performative routines while any methodology is being 
followed in order to say that the methodology is indeed 
being followed [24]. Feldman and Pentland (2003), made 
the important distinction between the ostensive and 
performative aspects of a routine. The ostensive aspect 
captures the way individuals (and inventors) view and think 
about the process and how they account for activities. The 
performative aspect of processes involves the situated 
‘carrying out’ of tasks. “The ostensive aspect of the routine 
is the idea; the performative aspect, the enactment” [22]. In 
the case of software development, the formalized written 
methodology can be considered the ostensive aspect of the 
software process, whereas the situated design practice is the 
performative aspect[37]. 

Likewise, design iteration has been observed to be a 
complex concept. As a broad idea, it invites designers to 
move back and forth between cognitive, material or 
representational spaces by constantly refining families of 
artifacts including conceptual, representational, process 
instantiations, or methodology [4]. Here, the abstract, 
ideational (ostensive) dimension of iteration, is the 
conceptual artifacts that comprise the design space and the 
‘deltas’ that are incremented into design representations. In 
contrast, the performative aspect is echoed in the activity 
sequences that are repeated with multiple variations during 
software design [4]. The concept of iteration has 
consequently evolved gradually from the idea of using a 
prototype to learn from experience [38] to a complex 
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concept that recognizes the inevitability and multiplicative 
nature of iterative design during a performative routine [39]. 
Therefore, the repetitive use of prototypes has lately been 
extended to comprise repetition in all parts of the design 
activity in the form of agile or light weight methods [40, 
41]. Agile methods like Scrum assume systems 
development as a complex process in which all things 
cannot be planned for, but are instead approached through a 
“progression through iterations and adaptation” [42]. Scrum, 
accordingly, contains three phases: 1) Pregame 2) Game or 
Sprint and 3) Postgame [43]. In the pre-game phase, the 
existing backlogs in the systems are analyzed for 
determining the schedule, costs and architectural designs 
[42]. The sprint phase contains iterative cycles for 
developing the systems in increments. Each sprint contains 
phases similar to traditional waterfall model like 
requirements, design, development and testing [43]. This 
phase is usually referred to as “black box” as unexpected 
things can be expected. Adaptation of the process to suit the 
changing needs of the environment is the main cause for the 
unexpectedness [43]. The post game phase contains systems 
and integration testing for release of the system [42]. In this 
regard, Scrum adheres to the idea of software development 
as a continuous and repetitive social and technical 
(performative) engagement and seeks to satisfy the need to 
establish (daily) routines that gradually generate functional 
pieces of functional software. These daily and weekly 
routines, in turn, rely on multiple technical and social 
resources and practices such as: pair programming, time-
boxed, and test-first development, to name a few [4].  

III. EVENT SEQUENCING 
Recently, researchers in several fields have devised a 

variety of methods referred to as “event sequencing” to 
analyze ordered sequences of activities or events [44-46]. 
This method was originally developed by biologists to study 
the structure of DNA among different biological species to 
be able to detect evolutionary patterns and variation within 
species [47]. The sequence analysis technique was adopted 
by social scientists in the early 90’s to study the 
organization of human activities such as job careers[29], or 
spatio-temporal social behaviors. These analyses, though 
illuminating, neither attend to generative and non-linear 
design tasks like software design, nor do they account for 
the presence of material artifacts in organizational activity, 
though such artifacts are inevitably embedded into software 
design practices and deeply affect them [48, 49]. Gaskin et. 
al (2010) have recently proposed an extension to this 
method to study variation in design activities and their 
elements (the ‘DNA’ of design practices), which 
incorporates material artifacts (thus “socio-technical”)[26].  

We adopt this socio-technical sequencing method to 
analyze the structure and properties of performative 
software routines to reveal similarities and differences 
between analyzed software processes. The method uses a 
process notation to capture a sequence of design activities 
and five critical elements of each activity to form a 
systematic representation of a performative design routine 
(see Appendix). The elements of each activity consist of: (1) 

an actor (roles and configurations of actors); (2) an activity 
(location and activity type); (3) an affordance (what do 
actors do with the tools) ; (4) a tool, (nature of materiality 
and type of tool); and (5) a design object (status of the 
design object in the design process and its relationship with 
the tool) [26]. This notation has been implemented in the 
MetaEdit+ design software suite [50]. It enables us to 
graphically encode software design routines as they happen 
in design projects. After collecting detailed process data 
through the interviews and archival data, we encode the 
process data into a visual process model (Fig. 1(a)). Each of 
the elements of the process model is then assigned a code 
according to their value in the design ‘taxonomy’ (Appendix 
1) converting the graphical sequence into a concatenated 
string of alphanumeric characters. We then extract literal 
event sequence representations from the visual process 
description using Excel scripts. Finally, we compute 
descriptive statistics from these sequences for process 
comparisons and then analyze these process sequences using 
the ClustalG software to compute proximity of sequences 
based on event sequencing methods [45, 46, 51]. This can 
be done on the level of individual activity, or any activity 
sequence (see Fig. 1(b)). We also call this an alignment step 
as it detects the ‘homology’ or ‘structural correspondence’ 
between the two sequenced processes or activities [52, 53]. 
In order to interpret these homologies visually, we generate 
un-rooted phylogenetic trees of the analyzed data, which 
show the structural relationships that exist between the 
activities (see Fig.3) [54]. Activities located in the same 
branches of the phylogenetic trees are clustered together 
based on the proximity of the analyzed sequences 
suggesting that the underlying structure is similar within the 
activity types assigned to the same cluster. Next we report 
our process data for comparing the agile method with the 
traditional method[37]. 

 
 

 
Figure 1: (a) Snapshot view of activities in metamodel (b) Sequence 
alignment in one project 

IV. CASE STUDY OF WATERFALL AND AGILE 
PRACTICES IN A LARGE AUTOMOTIVE OEM 

We collected process data from a large software 
development unit within a large multinational automobile 
manufacturing organization (referred to as “Beta”). This 
unit focuses on developing and integrating the software that 
organizes product information and the associated processes 
for design and manufacturing. We selected one traditional 
waterfall project (BOM Search) and one agile project 
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(LCM) of comparable scale and complexity that were 
developed during roughly the same time period using 
roughly the same sized team, and overlapping with many of 
the same artifacts and other infrastructural elements. 
Although not a perfectly controlled experiment, the projects 
were selected with the idea that the main difference between 
the projects would be the explicit focus on using an agile 
methodology for one (LCM) and a waterfall method for the 
other (BOM), thus offering a possibility to conduct a sort of 
quasi-experiment or natural experiment [55]. We conducted 
in-depth interviews with project managers and team 
members. We visited the company site where the IT 
department is located on four occasions. We also 
interviewed process managers in the India site by phone on 
two occasions. The transcribed interviews were then 
converted into a graphical process model, which underwent 
thorough process reviews and subsequent validation with 
the software team leaders. We engaged in 22 interviews of 
at least an hour to collect and validate the data[37]. In order 
to categorize these projects into phases, we developed a 
baseline for comparison by evaluating ‘completeness’ of 
tasks for determining where similar types of activities 
happened [6, 56]. These two dimensions were based on: 1) 
the level of detail reached in the activity based on design 
object to determine the start and end points for these phases 
and 2) task coverage to determine whether a specific task 
for the overall process was complete i.e. if it covers all the 
aspects of the phase [6, 56]. The details of these phases are 
tabulated (see Table 1&2). 

A. BOM Search Project (Waterfall) 

The Bill of Material (BOM) search project followed a 
traditional waterfall structure as dictated by Beta’s life cycle 
development methodology that is founded on object 
oriented data modeling, use cases, and derivation of a 
software design architecture using object oriented design. 
The project was initiated in the first quarter of 2009 to 
enhance search in the Bill-Of-Material (BOM) database and 
it lasted for about two years. It is relatively large in size 
(over 20 man years) and involved 24 people working in two 
locations (U.S. and India).  

The BOM project followed the phases of the prescribed 
in waterfall methodology enforced by the OEM that 
involved gathering requirements, creating designs, coding 
and debugging and testing the product sequentially with 
gate decisions in between [57]. The project also involved 
iterations within development & testing phases [58]. 
Overall, the BOM project followed the following sequential 
phases as dictated by the waterfall methodology with partial 
overlaps: 

1) Requirements: Use cases were formulated by 
investigating data (data in the data model and business 
logic) with tools like Visio and Share Point. The team 
frequently interacted with the Subject Matter Expert (SME) 
(the businessperson or user who will be using the BOM 
search) to clarify the prepared use cases (three complex sets 
of use cases were prepared). At the end of the state the use 
cases were frozen and passed as specifications of system 

behaviors and related non-functional requirements to design. 
The team used tools like RE pro (to record the use cases), 
Outlook and the phone to communicate these requirements. 

2) Design: This phase partially overlapped with the use 
case generation. The initial data model was iteratively 
revised by taking into consideration the use cases and data 
modeling standards. The data model was developed using 
multiple tools like Toplink, WS corps (a framework that 
supports the firm’s website), and persistence code (a 
framework which can communicate with Toplink). The data 
model underwent a series of revisions while defects were 
generated in relation to the use cases. 

3) Development: After the development of the 
implementation model, where the generic data model is 
transformed based on the business logic and use cases to 
create an implementation model, the team in the U.S. met to 
inspect all of the use cases and the data model. The model 
was tested for defects, consistency, and whether it met the 
internal Java standards. The design and implementation cost 
was then estimated and discussed with the offshore team. 
After finalizing the model, the code implementation started 
in the offshore site, which used web-based tools to 
coordinate the evolving design with the local team.  

4) Testing: Once the code was developed, it was 
internally tested against use cases. The code was validated 
using the use cases and the defects were reported to the 
offshore team. After that the code was fixed, the BOM 
search interface was released to production. 
 
Table 1: Level of detail based on design object created in each phase 

Phases Agile Waterfall
Requirements - Customer requirement, power point 

prototype of requirements 
- Use cases, frozen 

requirements 
Design - Task delegation document, prototype 

documents 
- Low & high level design 
documents; effort & cost 

estimation report 
Development - Lombardi code, database tables - Code in oracle SQL, data 

model 
Testing - Bug fixes email and tickets, fix code - Test scripts, test cases, 

bug fixes 
 
Table 2: Task coverage carried out in each phase 

Phases Agile Waterfall
Requirements - Negotiate requirements, create visual 

documentation for customers, lock the 
requirements 

- Specify, negotiate and 
validate requirements with 

customer 
Design - Task delegation document, prototype 

documents 
- Design schema, test 

server; provide estimate for 
development, signoff 

Development - Individual programming, release code 
to quality assurance, group meetings to 

integrate code 

- Evaluate and revise design 
documents; develop code; 

release code for testing 
Testing - Conduct bug fixes; promote code to 

the live server 
- Evaluated code against 

quality standards, fix bugs, 
release code to server 

 
B. LCM Project (Agile)  

This project addressed how the BOM database deals 
with engineering specification changes. The project has now 
been running for a few years and the software team creates a 
new release every three months with patches in between. 
We specifically investigated the design of the 1.5 and 1.6 
releases referred to as “light change management” or LCM. 
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The 1.5 release began in September of 2009 and went live 
with the release of 1.6 in January 2010 

The development team chose to use an amalgamated 
agile process for developing this application that was not 
strictly based on any particular method but was similar to 
the Sprint phase of Scrum containing: requirements, design, 
development and testing. The room formation was adopted 
from the Team Room concept of Extreme Programming. 
The software progress and deadlines are reassessed daily 
and changes are made as necessary. Thus everyone involved 
is always knowledgeable about the status of the application 
and the deadlines. The following is a short illustration of the 
main elements of the technique: 

1) Requirements: An internal team wrote the 
requirements and posted them on an internal Wiki. These 
requirements could be anything from simple cosmetic 
tweaks to the existing software to new functionality. Once 
the requirements were received, release planning started. 
The release cycle was around three months. The project 
engineers knew that all releases were a smaller part of a 
larger project; therefore, all releases form just small 
iterations of a larger project though they could include 
several man-years of software development. The LCM 
developers worked in an open space where they were in 
constant contact with one another. Each day started with a 
meeting at nine followed by one at ten in which progress 
was checked, tasks were assigned and re-examined, and 
developers were moved around tasks based on the project 
status and other needs. There was no ownership of tasks, 
rather, every day anyone could be working on a different 
task.  

2) Designing: From a design standpoint, LCM has 
created its own systems metaphor, which it adheres to 
through all projects. They only implement the functionality 
which is necessary for the current release. The code is not 
refactored throughout the release process.  

3) Development: Beta’s LCM team was very close to its 
customers, both in physical proximity and in regards to the 
project. A member of their customers was always with them 
throughout the day. Unit tests were developed before any 
code was written. They had strict procedures for testing, 
maintaining, and deploying the code. Additionally, one 
person was in charge of deploying, one person was in 
charge of QC, and one person was in charge of code review. 

4) Testing: All code had unit tests, which it must pass 
before it could be deployed. These test cases were written 
before any of the code was actually developed. Bugs were 
found before the code was deployed and bug fixes were sent 
back to the developers who wrote the code. 

Beta’s Agile process is similar to that of Pongo agile 
project described by Vidgen and Wang’s (2009) with a few 
changes: the overall “Project Cycle” is identical to the 
concept of project cycle [59].  

V. RESEARCH FINDINGS 
We analyzed both projects’ process models for variation 

in activities, the nature and scope of iterations, and the 
difference in distributions across activity types, affordances 
and the distribution of different instances of activities to find 

out what are the true performative differences between the 
two types of software processes.  

As noted, we split the process in both projects into four 
generic phases: requirements, design, development, and 
testing based on the dimensions of ‘completeness’ showed 
earlier (see Table 1&2). Each project had its own 
phylogenic tree. These trees grow when new types of 
activities are added and as a result they resemble one 
another less. These modifications can be linked to adding 
new extraneous factors into process activity like actors, 
affordances, tools, etc. The branches in the tree are clustered 
if they are close to one another (i.e. similar in terms of their 
underlying elements). More splitting of branches indicates 
the increased diversification while less splitting indicates 
hybridization a.k.a. cloning [60]. The first tree in Figure 2 
deals with the requirements process. The agile requirements 
tree has three branches: 1) negotiate1, 2) negotiate2, and 3) 
miscellaneous (the rest of the activities), while waterfall has 
seven branches: 1) validate1, 2) validate2, 3) validate3, 4) 
negotiate1, 5) negotiate2, 6) choose, and 7) generate (see 
Fig.3). Interestingly the agile tree is dominated by 
negotiation while the waterfall tree by validation. Agile has 
two negotiate branches, which differ in terms of their actor 
composition - in one of them we have either a group or 
individuals and groups engaged in the process. Similarly in 
the waterfall tree, validation activity has three branches, 
which are generated by different actor configurations. Also 
note that the fewer branches in agile indicate its higher level 
of hybridization: agile involves constant small modifications 
in activities. To wit, agile performs with fewer activities, 
which engage in all aspects requirements, but where 
negotiation with customers dominate. In contrast, the 
requirements tree in waterfall has many more branches 
indicating a higher variety of activity. This reflects the 
likely presence of more complex ostensive routines.  

The second tree deals with design and involves 
generating specifications or creating prototypes. The design 
tree of agile has five branches: 1) generate1, 2) generate2, 3) 
negotiate, 4) validate, and 5) execute, while waterfall has 
only four branches; 1) validate, 2) generate1, 3) generate2, 
and 4) miscellaneous (see Fig.3). Again, the ‘generate’ 
activity splits based on the actor configuration for that 
activity. The two branches of ‘generate’ activity types in 
waterfall indicate that the team engages in two types of 
generate activities on a data model and schema level. In 
contrast, the agile method engages only in one family of 
prototyping activity where the code is generated while it 
uses the two types of generate activities to design prototype 
specifications in PowerPoint. The differences here are due 
to actor configuration. The development tree captures the 
process for coding and implementation using programming 
tools and related design objects. Here, the development tree 
of the agile process has 11 main branches while waterfall 
has 8 (see Fig.2). Hence, agile engages in more complex set 
of development activities because it has more ‘execute’ 
braches. The splitting is mostly due to differences in actor 
configurations. On the contrary, waterfall has fewer execute 
branches. This indicates a more uniform way of organizing 
implementation activity. Interestingly the split reflects the 
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types of outcomes - database schema vs. java components. 
The last tree is the testing tree and involves quality 
assurance. Agile’s testing tree has 4 branches while 
waterfall has 10 (see Fig.2). Again this indicates 
hybridization of agile processes. In contrast, waterfall has 
several branches of testing, choice and transfer activities 
indicating high diversification of activities that prepare the 
software for production release. 

We can also infer some differences to ostensive 
methodologies. For example, the waterfall methodology 
views the requirements phase as an activity which engages 
stakeholders to determine their needs through elicitation, 
verification and validation [61]. Surprisingly, our analysis 
shows no presence of negotiation, while in agile 
‘negotiation’ is the most important activity (based on the 
number of ‘negotiation’ activities). In addition, it has two 
clusters of ‘negotiate’ indicating that an agile process 
involves more diverse negotiating techniques reflecting its 
customer orientation. On the other hand, waterfall method 
contains ‘choose’,’ execute’ and ‘validate’ activity types 
showing its conformance to the idea of software process as a 
transformation of a design idea into an implementation (see 
Fig. 2). It was also evident that a majority of all activities in 
both processes took place in the development phases, that is, 
the development phase contains the highest percentage of 
the number of all activities in both projects (see Fig.2, note 
the number of activities and density of the clusters). Agile 
processes also have richer activity clusters (diversity of 
activities within the cluster) in the design and development 
phases indicating that the agile process had more variation 
in activity in the design and development phase. 
Interestingly, in the design phase agile had just one 
‘execute’ activity cluster. Yet, we would expect the design 
phase in the agile process to contain more prototyping 
activities.  

By analyzing the density of the activities in each cluster 
we can also infer that agile has a lot of iterative activities in 
the development phase. This is in contrast to waterfall, 
which had few and less dense clusters during development 
phase. This is not to say that less is going on in waterfall; 
rather, there are more unique activities during this phase. In 
the testing phase, agile had two dense clusters of execute 
and validate activities - showing intense fixing and 
debugging of the code. This demonstrates its inclination to 
do the same things repetitively as the density of these two 
clusters come from repetition of the same pattern of activity, 
rather than increasing diversity of the activities within the 
cluster. On the other hand, waterfall had more varying 
activity clusters during testing, which was however 
dominated by ‘execute’ and ‘validate’ activities as expected 
to get the code fixed. 

To analyze the differences in iterations in the two 
processes, we tallied the total number of iterated activities 
and involved design objects in the two processes. As 
expected, the agile process had smaller iterations more 
frequently in the overall sequence (Table 1). Hence, the 
granularity of iteration was smaller with the agile process 
(Fig 3). Not surprisingly, the waterfall process also 
evidenced a good deal of iteration. At the same time, as 

Figure 4 indicates, waterfall had many activities that were 
not part of any iteration at all, whereas the agile process did 
not have many activities which were not part of some 
iteration cycle. In short, more detailed iterations were 
occurring more frequently and they were also more deeply 
nested. Next we asked what activity types that constituted 
our process models’ activity variation (choose, execute, 
negotiate, transfer, validate) were proportionally more 
present in the overall activity sequence. In short, were there 
differences in the proportions of different activities? We 
found that both the agile and waterfall processes had some 
elements of each activity type (choose, execute, negotiate, 
transfer, and validate). 

In the requirements phase of an agile process almost 
70% of activities were negotiation, while waterfall had a 
more equal distribution across all activity types. In the 
development phase, agile and waterfall had a very similar 
distribution of activity types ‘execute’ and ‘validate’. This 
also indicates that there are great similarities in 
methodologies in specific parts of the process (Fig.5). 
Surprisingly, the ‘generate’ activity type is observed more 
frequently in agile than in waterfall, though one would 
expect waterfall to focus more on designs. This observation 
confirms that agile methodology is not ‘unplanned’ hacking 
and is, in fact, probably as disciplined as the waterfall 
process. 
 

 

 
Figure 2. Clustering of activities in different phases of agile-LCM and 
Waterfall-BOM 
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Table 3: Iterations in agile and waterfall   

Iterativeness Agile Waterfall Difference in %
% of iterated activities 97.37% 85.5% 11.87
% of iterated design objects 98.4% 78.09% 20.31 

 

 
Figure 3.Granularity of iterated activities in agile-LCM and waterfall-BOM 
 

 
Figure 4.Frequnecy distribution of iterated activities in agile-LCM and 
waterfall-BOM 

We also looked at the distribution of affordances (i.e., 
how various tools were enacted in the process). Affordances 
indicate the possible set of actions that can be enacted by a 
tool. In general, the affordances used varied little in terms of 
% of all affordances across the two methodologies. This 
shows that tools are used for similar purposes during a 
software process. Yet, these affordances were distributed 
differently across phases (i.e. the tools are mobilized for 
specific purposes at different times and with different actor 
configurations across the two methodologies). For example, 
from Fig.6 we can see that the ‘analysis’ affordance had the 
highest frequency in the requirements phase of the agile 
process while for waterfall, analysis dominates in the design 
and development phases. As a final step, we analyzed the 
distributions of the use of design objects across different 
phases (Fig. 7). This shows the percentage of specification, 
prototype, process planning, and implementation objects 
within the project in the 4 phases (requirements, design, 
development, and testing). In the requirements phase, agile 
and waterfall had similar distributions in terms of 
specification objects. In agile, a major design object in the 
requirements phase was prototypes. In contrast, in the 
waterfall process, the requirements phase used no 
prototypes and had mainly process planning objects. 
Surprisingly, in the next phase, waterfall was engaged with 
prototyping objects, while agile used specification, 
prototype, and process planning objects, which is quite the 
opposite of what we expected (this may be a proxy of the 
specific process in waterfall as the design had to test a 
specific technical challenge). In the development phase of 
the agile project, a majority of the design objects were 
prototypes, while waterfall relied on specifications. 
However, the amount of ‘process planning’ design objects 
roughly remained the same in both agile and waterfall 
methodologies, indicating close similarities in using these 
design objects to anticipate how much process planning is 
needed. 

 
Figure 5. Distribution of activity types in different phases of agile and 
waterfall 
 

 
Figure 6. Distribution of affordance types in different phases of agile and 
waterfall  
 

 
Figure 7. Distribution of design object types in different phases of agile and 
waterfall 

VI. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
In this section we review our original question: whether 

the enacted methodologies really differ and, if so, how? Our 
analysis shows that the enactments of the agile and waterfall 
methodologies are quite different with a few notable 
exceptions. Hence, the ostensive aspects matter only to 
some degree. As noted, the enactment of a routine in an 
organization will alter some of performative aspects from 
the ostensive ways prescribed in the methodologies. Our 
analysis of different phases using affordances, design 
objects and activity type revealed variations in the agile and 
waterfall methodologies while enacted in an organizational 
setting. The extent to which agile and waterfall used 
‘execute’ and ‘validate’ almost remained the same in the 
development phases of the project. In the design phase, 
waterfall contained more prototype design objects than 
agile, which, according to ostensive specifications, is 
unexpected. The above two findings demonstrate how 
performative enactment alters the ostensive process model. 
Furthermore, there is a misconception that agile methods are 
“unplanned” and “undisciplined” when compared to other 
software methodologies [62]; however, we found quite the 
opposite when an agile method was enacted. The agile LCM 
project involved a great deal more planning activity types 
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than the waterfall BOM project, revealing a critical insight 
that: agile is much more disciplined and reflective locally 
than waterfall. Even the clustering of activities indicated 
that agile was much more disciplined than waterfall in using 
fewer activity types and also connecting them together in a 
more systematic and repetitive fashion. In this regard, 
waterfall was much messier and dealt with a lot more 
activity types, while agile was simple and contained fewer 
activities. 

In addition, we found greater conformance to ostensive 
aspects in terms of iterations in the agile project. As per our 
finding, the agile project was extremely iterative and 
involved enactment of the same set of activities repetitively 
in nested iterations. However, what was surprising was that 
it was not as if the agile method was iterative and waterfall 
was not. Both were highly iterative, indicating the need to 
differentiate between forms of iteration. Another finding 
was that most tool affordances varied drastically across the 
phases of the two methodologies, indicating the designers’ 
intent in using various possible actions with the available 
tools. What was interesting was the frequent use of 
representations to engage clients in the agile method across 
phases. Agile has not been typically characterized as a 
representationally intensive process; rather, it is thought of 
as more of a coding marathon. This shows that companies 
can appropriate agile methods to fit their culture and way of 
doing things with their clients. In contrast, the waterfall 
method involved more of the use of specifications while 
agile involved more of the use of prototypes. What may 
come as a surprise is that agile involved a good deal of 
specifications, while waterfall also had a good deal of 
prototyping. Finally, our findings indicate that the 
enactment of software methodologies differ from the 
idealized ostensive routines implied by their methodological 
descriptions. It should be noted; however, that enactments 
of these routines are influenced by a large number of 
exogenous factors like culture, business environment and 
people, which were not accounted in this short analysis. The 
sequencing method used in this study can be readily applied 
to understanding and comparing any software process. As 
we mentioned earlier, the comparison of agile methods to 
one another has not yet been carried out. We believe that the 
method outlined in this paper can provide a way to 
empirically compare the methods and their enactments in 
future. In regards to the evolution of methods and tools, we 
are currently planning to revisit the OEM automobile 
manufacturer to study another project and follow the trails 
of the agile method as the company released its 1.7 build of 
the software examined in this paper. Having done the 
sequence analysis of 1.7, we will compare it to the projects 
in this study and see how their agile processes have evolved 
and whether or not they are still adhering to the same 
method.  
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Appendix: Taxonomy of the design components

 
Design component Items Description  
Activity Type 
Refers to the purpose of the 
design activity.  

Generate Action oriented planning and creativity-driven tasks such as brainstorming, coming up with plans, or 
producing something as a design. 

Transfer Transferring information or objects between people or locations. 
Choose Picking a correct or preferred option or answer. Coming to consensus.  
Negotiate Resolving policy and payoff conflicts. 
Execute Performing or executing a plan- producing an object according to a plan or a design  
Validate Verifying quality and consistency. 

Actor Configuration 
Refers to the number and 
grouping of the actors 
involved in the activity. 

1 individual Single individual 
1 group A group of individuals with a single functional purpose 
many individuals More than one individual, each with a separate functional purpose 
many groups More than one group, each with a separate functional purpose 
individuals and 
groups 

A mix of both individuals and groups, each with a separate functional purpose 

Tool Materiality 
Refers to the material 
makeup of the tool being 
used for a particular design 
task. 

Physical The material nature of the functional aspects of the tool is physical, rather than digital. For example, 
the functional aspect of paper (ability to represent information) is physical. 

Digital 
The material nature of the functional aspects of the tool is digital, rather than physical. For example, a 
word processing document (ability to represent information) is digital. 

Tool Affordance 
Refers to “the possibilities 
for goal oriented action 
afforded by technical objects 
to a specified user group 
understood as relations 
between technical objects 
and users and understood as 
potentially necessary (but 
not necessary and sufficient) 
conditions for "appropriation 
moves" (IT uses) and the 
consequences of IT use” 
[63].  

Representation Functionality to enable the user to define, describe or change a definition or description of an object, 
relationship or process 

Analysis Functionality that enables the user to explore, simulate, or evaluate alternate representations or 
models of objects, relationships or processes 

Transformation Functionality that executes a significant planning or design task, thereby replacing or substituting for 
a human designer/planner 

Control Functionality that enables the user to plan for and enforce rules, policies or priorities that will govern 
or restrict the activities of team members during the planning or design process 

Cooperative  Functionality that enables the user to exchange information with another individual(s) for the purpose 
of influencing (affecting) the concept, process or product of the planning/design team 

Support Functionality and associated policy or procedures that determine the environment in which 
production and coordination technology will be applied to the planning and design process 

Infrastructure Functionality standards that enable portability of skills, knowledge, procedures, or methods across 
planning or design processes 

Store Functionality that allows information to be housed within a device. 
Activity Location 
Refers to where the design 
activity takes place. 

Collocated Actors are located in close proximity to each other at headquarters during the design activity. 
Distributed Actors are distributed during the design process. 

Remote Collocated Actors, though located in close proximity to each other, are not at headquarters during the design 
activity. 

Remote Distributed Actors are distributed and not at headquarters during the design activity. 
Design Object Type 
Refers to the purpose of the 
design object being used as 
an input, being updated, or 
resulting as an output of a 
design activity. 

Specification The design object is instructions for design product parameters and constraints. 

Design The design object is a physical or digital prototype of part or the entirety of the intended eventual 
design product. This design object is used for further analysis and representation. 

Implementation The design object is actually used to complete, in part or whole, the intended eventual design product. 

Process planning The design object is instructions for future design activities. 

Tool-Design Object 
Connection 
 

Output The data flow when the design object did not exist prior to the task, but was created during the task 
Input The data flow existed prior to the task, but did not change during the task 
Update The data flow existed prior to the task AND did change 
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